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AIRCRAFT CERTIFICATION TESTS
INTRODUCTION
The goals of the certification flight test campaign of a new aircraft type are:
-

-

To determine the characteristics and fundamental parameters of the aircraft, from
which will be defined (applying given safety margins) all the operational parameters to
be used in service;
To show that the aircraft is compliant with the regulations, by validating the
operational domain of the aircraft and proving that the aircraft can be safely operated
throughout its design domain and for its entire lifespan.

Certification structural tests and certification flight tests are “means of compliance” discussed
with and agreed by the Airworthiness Authorities prior to the certification campaign.
Most of the certification flight tests are conducted on the first development aircraft which are
specifically equipped with heavy Flight Test Instrumentation. However, some particular
certification tests can also be performed on series production aircraft (e.g. specific
customized systems tested on “Head of Version” aircraft).
The representatives of the Airworthiness Authorities, who usually witness or participate to
these activities, approve the results of the certification flight tests.
STRUCTURAL TESTS
Static and Fatigue Structural tests are in general performed on two dedicated non-flyable test
airframes (representing the aircraft’s primary structure). For technical reasons of load
introduction, certain fatigue tests may be carried out on parts of major components. Besides
the major tests mentioned below, there are many more tests performed by Airbus and by
Airbus’ risk sharing partners in order to justify the aircraft structure already at either the
component or parts level.
STATIC TESTS
‘Static tests’ establish how the wings and fuselage behave when subjected to both normal
and exceptional loads, such as those which they may encounter in various normal and
extreme flight circumstances. Tests include all major components (wings, fuselage, etc)
being subjected to maximum load levels the aircraft could ever experience in service. These
tests usually last a year-long certification test programme and they look at how the aircraft
withstands the greatest loads under a wide range of dynamic conditions both in the air and
on the ground. ‘Limit-load’ is the maximum load that an aircraft is expected to encounter
during its service life. There are many limit-load cases representing different flight conditions,
but wing bending is considered to be one of the most significant. After the limit-load
campaign, more tests are run to load the aircraft fuselage and wings up to their ultimate
loads as part of the certification process. Finally, the test specimen might be taken up to the
breaking point. This is known as a ‘margin research test’, and is performed to ensure that this
breaking point occurs at or beyond the predicted design load level.
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In the case of the A350 XWB, the static tests were performed in a purpose-built building next
to the assembly line in Toulouse.
FATIGUE TESTS
Fatigue testing examines how the main aircraft structure responds to everyday operational
loading over a long period of time and covers different stages of its operations, such as
taxiing, take-off, cruising and landing. To recreate these conditions, the airframe is loaded via
hydraulic jacks that are activated and controlled by computer systems. The tests push the
aircraft structure to its limits, validate that the aircraft covers its design life goal (average 25
years), and identify if any design improvements are necessary.
For the A350 XWB these tests will be performed either in Airbus facilities or in supplier
facilities (IABG and DGA).
FLIGHT TESTS
Here is a short extract of tests performed as part of a certification flight test campaign:
Cruise & Climb Performance
‘Cruise performance’ is of major importance for aircraft operations. The test program includes
several long flights at various take off weights, in all the range of Mach numbers, with a large
series of measurements during each flight.
Flutter test
‘Flutter tests’, or ‘flight vibration tests’ are to examine the behaviour of the aircraft structure
when subjected to aerodynamics disturbance throughout the flight envelope. These tests are
important because an aircraft can encounter natural vibration during operations (e.g. caused
by wind, turbulence or flight control movement coupling with natural aircraft modes) and the
aim is to demonstrate that the structure is adequately damped.
VMU test
‘VMU testing’ demonstrates the minimum ‘unstick’ speeds i.e. speeds at which an aircraft
can safely lift off the ground and continue take-off until out of ground effect. That test
demonstrates the maximum achievable pitch attitude on ground. If aircraft geometry limits
the pitch on attitude on ground, this pitch limit is reached during test runs at the angle where
a special protective tail bumper installed on lower fuselage touches the ground. Those tests
typically generate a trail of sparks as the tail bumper drags along the runway.
Several sets of VMU tests are carried out which encompass the range configurations in
which aircraft will be operated in-service (i.e. at the various thrust-to-weight ratios and slat
and flap combinations).
Cold Soak test
For the ‘cold soak test’, the aircraft spends several days (in Arctic Circle area airfields) on
ground at temperatures down to minus 40 degrees Celsius to prove full functionality of the
systems under extreme weather conditions. Such trials include powering-up the aircraft, the
engines and systems after long periods at such low temperatures.
Hot and High test
The ‘hot & high campaign’ validates the performance of the aircraft engines, systems and
materials under significant hot temperature and high altitude conditions. The aircraft spends
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about a week carrying out ground and flight tests at high altitude airfields (La Paz, AddisAbeba, etc). The aim of such trials is to validate full functionality of engines, systems,
materials as well as global aircraft behaviour under such specific conditions.
For example, the auxiliary power unit (APU), which provides electrical and pneumatic power
when the aircraft is on the ground before the main engines start, is comprehensively tested
to verify its performance with maximum load conditions (this ensures the passengers, if ever
in this scenario, are always in a comfortable environment).
Autoland test
Airbus aircraft are certified for CAT3 operations (landing and roll-out performed with autopilot
using Landing System ground means, in very downgraded visual conditions). To assess
these operations, the regulations require the certification test aircraft to perform 100
autolands, encompassing the range of configurations in which aircraft will be operated inservice (weight range, slat/flap configuration, etc, including one “engine-out” condition)
throughout its operational wind range (head-wind, tail-wind and cross-wind).
Water ingestion test
For the ‘water ingestion tests’ the aircraft performs several take-off rolls through an artificially
created large water trough. These tests assess the correct functioning of engines and thrust
reversers, as well as braking systems, when submitted to water thrown up by the wheels in
cases of standing water on the runway.
Acoustic test
Dedicated noise measurement tests are necessary to assess the internal and external
acoustic signature of the aircraft. It includes aircraft noise environment for airport and cabin
Comfort.
***
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